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Series: Understanding the Power of Prayer

Topic: Prayer as a Platform for Accessing Supernatural Wisdom

Introduction

God is no myth, nor ideology; God is real and He can be heard and felt.

Prayer is the altar for obtaining answers to questions, resolving debts and for getting help from above.

When you know the value of something, praying for it becomes a delight.

(Daniel 1:17) Spirituality does not only make one genius, but it also makes one a super genius.

You will be limited to the realm of the natural, unless you know how to access the place of prayer.

(Jeremiah 33:3) Only those who call deserve answers.

No secret in this world can elude God; He is the source of all secrets. He has answers to all questions; all we need do is ask him in faith (James 1:5).

Divine Wisdom is not theoretical; it is always authenticated by mighty works (Matthew 13:54).

Making enquiries of the Lord at every crossroad of a man’s life makes him as smart as an angel.

There is nothing you can ask in Jesus’ name that will be denied.

It takes new birth to experience the power of prayer.